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the sheriff taxes friar tuck and a family of rabbits. however, robin gives back some money to the rabbits, giving his hat and archery kit to the young rabbit skippy for his birthday. skippy and his friends test out the archery kit, but skippy fires an arrow into the grounds
of maid marian's castle. the children sneak inside, meeting maid marian and her attendant lady kluck. the project robin hood and the forest become so popular that the king decides to write it. after a long and very detailed process, it is finally approved. the day is set
for its production and a huge crowd comes to see it. the panoramic tour begins with the view of the king and queen in the british broadcasting corporation. the film then begins. it will be a valedictory for the king who is about to die. (pg) 2 hrs. 29 mins. lakland thu. 7
p.m. pal the film was made in the 11th century. the film robin hood is the story of a young man named robin hood, a man who was a simple person, who considered himself a poor man. he lived in the forest and practiced robbery to the inhabitants of the castle of
nottingham. when his adventures were published, the legend became legendary, and many people read it from the start. after the success of the film robin hood, many fairytales about robin hood appeared, such as: "the love of robin hood and marion"; "the band of
the barnsley" and more. some of these fairytales were written by jack beresford, one of the first film directors in the world, and they were presented by famous actors such as: cary grant, robert mitchum, john wayne or anthony quinn (full recap)
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